An evaluation of structured snow-track surveys to monitor Eurasian lynx *Lynx lynx* populations
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Counts of tracks that passively accumulate on a suitable substrate are commonly used to derive indices of large carnivore abundance. In this study we evaluate the suitability of a similar survey using multiple 3-km long transect-lines to detect changes in population size for Eurasian lynx *Lynx lynx* in central Norway. We used GIS methods to simulate the crossing of transect lines by lynx using real telemetry data from the study area. We compared the effect of transect-line placement (deliberate vs random), transect-line density, and the number of nights over which tracks can accumulate in the snow. For each scenario we evaluated both the probability of detecting lynx that are present in the survey area, and the power of the index to detect changes between consecutive surveys. Deliberately placed lines performed significantly better than randomly placed lines, and as expected, increases in line density and the period of track accumulation improved the outcome. Using three nights of track accumulation and the highest density of deliberately placed lines that we simulated (1/38 km²) indicated that both the probability of detecting individual lynx present within the survey area, and the power to detect a 33% change in population size between two surveys, were > 80%.
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Monitoring large carnivore populations is always a challenging task for researchers and managers, as conflicts over population size and conservation status often arise (Blanco & Cortés 2002). Low densities and cryptic habits make direct enumeration or statistical estimates of population size logistically difficult, and economically prohibitive, to obtain from large areas on a regular basis. As a result many
studies have moved away from direct sampling methods (where the carnivores are counted) to indirect sampling methods (where scats, tracks and other signs are counted) that are usually used to generate indices of carnivore activity or abundance (Thompson et al. 1998). While attractants are often used to generate density indices for medium and small carnivores (Zielinski & Stauffer 1996), surveys for larger carnivores are often based on searching networks of transects for tracks or other signs (Smallwood & Fitzhugh 1995, Beier & Cunningham 1996, Clevenger & Purroy 1996, Stand 1998, Edwards et al. 2000, Wilson & Delahay 2001, Choate et al. 2006). Recent evaluations have revealed that these line-intercept indices are relatively useful as they correlate well with real density (Stand 1998), but few studies have calculated the power of the survey to detect population changes (e.g. Beier & Cunningham 1996, Clevenger & Purroy 1996). Furthermore, the applicability of a given method to a given species will likely depend on the density and movement patterns of the species in question as well as the habitat configuration of the study area. There is, therefore, a need to shape the sampling intensity and design to the specific circumstances.

The Eurasian lynx \textit{Lynx lynx} is a large carnivore species found throughout Eurasia. In Norway, lynx are heavily harvested, partly to limit depredation on livestock and partly to provide hunter opportunities (Pedersen et al. 1999, Odden et al. 2002). As there are no wilderness areas or other unhunted refuges left in Norway that could serve to buffer overharvest (Linnell et al. 2001), there is a need for high-quality data on population size and trend to set annual hunting quotas.

The main monitoring method for lynx in Norway is a minimum count of family groups (adult females with dependent kittens) based on separating observations of tracks in the snow from each other using a set of distance rules (Andrén et al. 2002, Linnell et al. 2007). Although minimum counts may be acceptable for many purposes (Knight et al. 1995), it was considered desirable to supplement the monitoring with an independent index that might offer a better foundation for statistical tests of trend and be independent of reproduction. As track counts have been used for ecologically similar cougars \textit{Felis concolor} and leopards \textit{Panthera pardus} (Smallwood & Fitzhugh 1995, Stand 1998, Choate et al. 2006) we wanted to evaluate the potential of using a network of transects along which lynx tracks (in the snow) are recorded.

Our general approach was to use a Geographic Information System (GIS) to simulate the crossing of simulated transects lines (with different densities and placement) by the actual movements of lynx derived from telemetry data from lynx in the study area. More specifically we had the following objectives: 1) to determine how the distribution pattern of transects would affect the power to detect changes between two surveys, 2) to determine how different densities of transects would affect the power to detect changes between two surveys, 3) to calculate the probability of the design to detect the presence of individual lynx present in the area, and 4) to evaluate the power of the system to detect trends in population size over time based on annual surveys. As tracks accumulate with time, we repeated the simulations using several track accumulation periods (i.e. number of nights since last snowfall). Finally, we compared the simulated results with those obtained from large-scale one-day censuses conducted by the local wildlife management agency using volunteer hunters in the study area using similar methodology.

\textbf{Study area}

Movement data were collected in the central part of the county of Hedmark in south-central Norway (61°30’N) during 1995-2001. Lynx were captured for radio-collaring using a combination of snares placed at kills, walk-through box-traps, darting from helicopters, treeing using trained dogs and implanting in neonates (Nybakk et al. 1996, Arnemo et al. 1999). The habitat has been described in detail elsewhere (Linnell et al. 2001), but basically consists of intensively exploited boreal forest habitat, with some few patches of agricultural land dispersed along valley bottoms. The topography consists of north-south orientated valleys separated from each other by hills. The altitude varies between 200 and 900 m a.s.l. Lynx have very large home ranges in the region (500-1,500 km\textsuperscript{2}) probably because their main prey, roe deer \textit{Capreolus capreolus}, occur at very low densities and are confined to valley bottoms and artificial feeding sites during winter (Linnell et al. 2001, Herfindal et al. 2005), however, they still maintained a territorial social system similar to other lynx populations. In this region snow is the only substrate likely to record tracks as the soil does not record tracks on roads and trails during the snow-free season.
Methods

Placement of simulated transects
The 10,173-km² study area was defined by the outer limits of the composite home ranges of the radio-collared lynx plus a buffer of 5 km. This area represented a saturated mosaic of neighbouring territories, with all lynx radio-collared. Within this area we defined a network of virtual transects within a GIS layer of our study area, placed in two different manners. First, we used our own experience from working with lynx to place transects in a manner that maximises the probability of a lynx crossing a transect if it is passing through the area. In most cases these 'deliberate' lines stretched from the valley bottom up the side of the valleys, as lynx generally travel along valleys, or where associated with steep terrain that lynx favour for day beds. The lines were placed in such a manner as to provide a fairly regular distribution of lines throughout the whole study area. We set the standard length to be 3 km as this stretches from the valley bottom to an altitude higher than that normally used by lynx during winter, and corresponds with the maximum length of transect which it is reasonable to expect volunteers to ski. A total of 264 lines were placed within the study area for a density of 1/38 km². Secondly, we scattered 259 3-km transects (1/39 km²) using a random point function (random placement and orientation, but without overlap) throughout the same study area at the same density.

Lynx movement and transect intercepts
For the purposes of our analysis, we only used movement data from winter (November-March) as this corresponds to the season when snow is most likely to be on the ground. Data were collected from 31 individual lynx during the study period. Lynx were mainly located during day time when they were inactive, i.e. in their day beds. We created four different data sets, designed to reflect the effect of the number of nights since snowfall during which tracks could accumulate. The one-night set contained all observations where lynx were located on consecutive days (1,378 movements for 31 lynx). The sets of two, three and five nights consisted of all sequences where lynx were located daily for three, four and six days, respectively (951 movements for 29 lynx, 810 movements for 27 lynx and 598 movements for 24 lynx, respectively). On nights when lynx did not move, we added a circle of 500-m radius to simulate movement between a day bed and a kill. This distance corresponds to the area around a kill in which most movements occur (Øvrum 2000). Data from all types of lynx that were present in the area were included in our analysis, thus including adults and subadults (yearlings) of both sexes. Sex ratio was approximately even, although it varied somewhat for the different accumulation periods. Dependent kittens were not included in our analysis.

For each night’s movement we calculated how often each lynx crossed each virtual transect. By representing these movements as linear (as the crow flies) we will underestimate the actual distance travelled by lynx during their night-time travels. We partly allowed for this by buffering all lynx movements with 100 m on each side. Furthermore, because of the very large home ranges and long movement distances of lynx in our study area, the difference between straight-line distance travelled and actual distance travelled is likely to be less than that found in other studies (Jędrzejew ska et al. 2002). We simply regarded each transect as being crossed or not, in line with Beier & Cunningham (1996).

Computation of detection probabilities
To check how well the survey designs were able to detect the presence of lynx in the study area we computed the probability of a track crossing at least one census line if a lynx was present. In the calculation, each observation (the number of lines crossed by each lynx during the one, two, three or five night track accumulation periods) was given the value one if the lynx had crossed at least one line and the value zero if the lynx had crossed no lines. Detection probabilities was computed for both sampling strategies (random and deliberate), for different number of days since the last snowfall (one, two, three or five night track accumulation periods) and for different densities of sampling lines (100, 75, 50 and 25% of original density).

Because the number of tracking sequences varied greatly among individuals (1-129 one-day periods, 0-45 two-day periods, 0-28 three-day periods, and 0-14 five-day periods) the computation of detection probabilities could be biased by the behaviour of certain individuals with many observations, and thus would not be representative of the lynx population in the study area as a whole. To avoid such bias we computed the detection probabilities as a two-step process. First, we computed the detection probability for each individual as the propor-
tion of sequences where it had crossed at least one line. Then we computed the mean of those proportions as an estimate of the detection probability in the population. An individual was included in these computations if at least five sequences were available.

Detection probability was expected to increase with increasing number of days since last snowfall (see Results). Practical considerations (snowfall distribution and availability of personnel) suggest that performing censuses two to three nights after snowfall is the most likely scenario. We therefore performed our simulations of different sampling strategies for two and three nights after snowfall only.

Detecting differences in track-count index between two periods
We assumed a starting population of 30 lynx in the study area (representing 0.3 individuals 100 km\(^{-2}\), which corresponds to our estimates based on having all animals radio-collared within the study area). Because this is close to a saturated lynx population in the study area, we only simulated potential reductions in the population. The index that we used was the number of lines crossed by at least one track during the period. We tested the change in population from year one to year two using a \( \chi^2 \)-test of the number of lines crossed by at least one lynx track. The simulations were performed as follows:

1) From the available lynx we drew randomly with replacement \( N \) individuals, \( N \) representing the simulated population size (30 in year one, 1-29 in year two).
2) For each individual, we drew one tracking sequence from the available tracking sequences of that individual and the number of lines the lynx had crossed was counted.
3) In each year, the number of lines crossed by all lynx from the simulated population was summed.
4) The sums were tested with a \( \chi^2 \)-test.
5) Steps 1-4 were repeated 1,000 times and the number of significant test at \( \alpha = 0.05 \) was counted.
6) The power was computed as number of significant tests divided by 1,000.

Trends - detection of a long-term population decline
If the censuses are performed across many years the results could be used to detect if there are any long-term trends occurring in the lynx populations. Because we assume that populations at present are close to saturation in the study area, we concentrated on detecting declines in populations over time. In these simulations we make the assumption that population decline is linear without any year-to-year variation. This is an unrealistic assumption, and any violations of that assumption are likely to reduce the power of the test. However, this simplification makes the simulations more tractable and the results should give an illustration of the maximal power one could expect with the present design. This power simulation was only performed for two days after snowfall with 100% of the census lines. To simplify the interpretation of the power data we present them as decline from a starting population of 30 lynx that could be detected with a power of 0.8 at \( \alpha \) of 0.05 for each time period from eight to 20 years. The simulations were performed as follows:

1) The number of years in the census period was set to seven.
2) The number of lynx in the starting populations was set to 30.
3) The number of lynx in the final population was set to 15 (half the original population).
4) For each of the years in the census period a population size was computed as a linear decline from 30 to 15 over the period. Population size was rounded to the nearest integer number (N).
5) From the available lynx movement paths we drew randomly with replacement \( N \) individuals, \( N \) representing the simulated population size in that year.
6) For each individual we drew one tracking sequence from the available sequences, overlaid this with the transect placement layer, and counted the number of lines the lynx had crossed.
7) In each of the years from the start to the end of the census period the number of lines crossed by all lynx from the simulated population were summed.
8) The sums over the period were tested for a trend with linear regression.
9) Steps 1-8 were repeated 500 times, and the number of significant test at \( \alpha \) (two tailed) = 0.05 was counted.
10) Power was computed as the number of significant tests divided by 500.
11) If the power was > 0.8 the final population size was increased, and if the power was < 0.8 the final population size was decreased and
steps 1-10 were repeated until the power was 0.8.

12) The number of years of the census period was increased with one and steps 2-11 were repeated until the length of the census period was 20.

Field trials
In January 1999 and January 2001 the local wildlife management agency organised two large field surveys that covered partly overlapping areas of Hedmark including our study area (Odden et al. 2000, 2001). These surveys were based around a deliberate line distribution (similar to our deliberate lines used in the simulation, but in this case they were placed by local experts), with each transect 3 km in length. Each survey involved hundreds of volunteers, mainly local lynx hunters. For each survey we calculated: 1) the proportion of radio-collared lynx present within the sample area that were detected, 2) the proportion of index lines that contained lynx tracks, and 3) the ability of volunteers to make the correct species identification for lynx tracks. In addition to the 3-km transects, many of the volunteers continued further along unstructured routes, and chance observations from the public on the same day were also recorded. Although these additional data could not be used in evaluating a track-count index they could be used to increase the chance of detecting lynx presence.

Results
Detection probabilities
The probability of detecting a lynx that was present was significantly higher on a network of deliberate lines than for random lines for all track accumulation periods (Table 1). Detection probability increased with increasing length of accumulation period (Figs. 1 and 2), and decreased as the number of census lines were decreased (see Figs. 1 and 2). Females with kittens and males appeared to have a higher detection probability than females without kittens (see Fig. 2), however, the difference among groups was difficult to test in a satisfactory manner.

With deliberate lines and 100% of the census lines we estimate that we are able to detect the presence of lynx in 80% of cases if the census is performed three nights after snowfall (see Fig. 1). If the num-

Table 1. Detection probability computed for 100% of deliberate and random census lines for different track accumulation periods. The differences in detectability of individual lynx between the two census strategies was tested using a Wilcoxon pairwise test. A lynx was included in the computation of detectability, and in the test, if > 5 observation sequences were available for the individual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nights since snowfall</th>
<th>Detectability of census lines</th>
<th>Number of lynx</th>
<th>z (Wilcoxon)</th>
<th>P(Wilcoxon)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deliberate</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Estimates of the probability of detecting lynx for deliberate (A) and random line (B) census strategies as a function of days (1-5) after snowfall. The different lines in the figure represent different densities of census lines with 100% representing 1 line/38 km². Detection probability is mean of the detection probability for individual lynx. For each day after snowfall lynx was included in the computation if data were available for 5 periods.
ber of census lines is reduced to 75%, the presence of a lynx is estimated to be detected in 72% of cases with census three nights after snowfall, and if the density of census lines is reduced to 25% we estimate that a lynx will be detected in only 38% of cases (see Fig. 1).

Changes between two surveys
Lines chosen deliberately performed better at detecting population declines than lines chosen at random (Fig. 3). The ranking of the sampling regimes was similar across the various accumulation periods. From our simulations it appears that power increases with days after snowfall. However, during a five-day period it is increasingly likely that more snow will fall, and furthermore it is difficult to have personnel that can perform census exactly five days after snowfall. Therefore the results for one, two and three night accumulation periods are probably most representative of conditions that will be met when performing lynx censuses in the field. The simulations indicate that if all lines (100%) are censused three nights after snowfall, we will detect a decline from 30 to 19 individuals from one year to the next in eight out of 10 times (see Fig. 3A). If the lines are censused two nights after snowfall, the number detected will decline from 30 to 17 individuals eight out of 10 times (see Fig. 3C). Deliberate lines gave higher power than random lines for both three (Fig. 3A vs Fig. 3B) and two night (Fig. 3C vs Fig. 3D) track accumulation periods. Power decreased as the census line density decreased (see Fig. 3). For example, a reduction from 30 to 20 individuals will be detected in 69% of cases for three-night periods with 100% of the lines, in 54% of cases with 75% of the lines, in 43% of cases with 50% of the lines, and in only 30% of cases with 25% of the lines (see Fig. 3A). The apparently similar performance of 75 and 50% of the lines in Figure 3C is probably a result of the selection of lines...
(see Methods), and should not be interpreted as if 50 and 75% of the lines are equally good for detecting population declines.

**Trends - detection of a population decline**

The largest final population size that a decline could be detected for (i.e. the smallest detectable reduction) at a power of 0.8 increased from five individuals (a decline from 30 to five) at seven years to 13 individuals (a decline from 30 to 13) at 20 years (Fig. 4). These results are simulated under the assumptions that the decline is linear, and can therefore be tested with a linear regression, and that all deliberate lines are sampled two days after snowfall each year. These results means that over a period of 20 years a decline from 30 to 13 individuals will give a significant (at $\alpha = 0.05$) negative regression in eight out of 10 cases.

**Field trials**

Details of the two surveys are presented in Table 2. Based on checking > 90% of the reports of lynx tracks, the data show that the majority of volunteers were able to correctly identify lynx tracks, although there is room for improvement through education and training. The species which caused confusion where wolverine *Gulo gulo*, red fox *Vulpes vulpes*, mountain hare *Lepus timidus*, and domestic dog *Canis familiaris*. In the 2001 survey, one more of the radio-marked lynx was detected by a member of the public who was only indirectly connected...
Discussion

The results of both the simulations and the field trials demonstrate that the proposed system for monitoring lynx has potential both in theory and in practice. For both two and three nights of track accumulation on the most successful design (i.e. deliberate lines) and with 75 or 100% of transects there was a 80% power to detect a reduction of the population from 30 to 20, i.e. a 33% reduction from one survey to another in our simulations. This power is somewhat stronger than that estimated from similar studies on cougars (Beier & Cunningham 1996). The results, however, do agree with most similar evaluations of track-count methodology in that only large-scale changes in population size (25-50%) will be detectable (Kendall et al. 1992, Van Sickle & Lindzey 1992, Beier & Cunningham 1996, Choate et al. 2006). As expected from statistical first principles the power of the survey design to detect changes between two surveys was far higher than its ability to detect trends over time. However, as lynx are hunted intensively (20-30% of population per year), and quotas are set annually based on updated census data (Linnell et al. 2007) it is unlikely that there will ever be a period of > 10 years over which a constant decline can be expected (without being corrected), making this scenario unlikely in Norway, although it may apply in other situations.

Secondary, but equally important, products of these snow-track surveys are the collection of records of lynx family groups. While, the snow-track index may be a useful and statistically robust indicator of population trend, it is the minimum number of family groups recorded in a region that is used to set a realistic annual quota (Andrén et al. 2002, Linnell et al. 2007). However, in any monitoring system that depends on records from the public, there is the problem of being able to control for survey effort. Variable survey effort and reporting frequency will lead to uncontrolled variation in results (Mattson 1997). One effect that is common in large carnivore surveys is that the public are much more likely to report observations in the first years after lynx colonisation, but as observations become routine they are less likely to report them. It is therefore highly desirable to secure at least some minimum search effort as a constant, and the results of our simulations and field trials indicate that even a single structured snow-track survey has a high probability of detecting family groups that are present.

The simulations of both power to detect trends and the detectability of individual lynx indicate that the reduction of survey intensity from 100% of the transect lines to 75% did not have dramatic effects on the results. This sample intensity corresponds to between 15 and 20 transect lines per family group home range. Reduction to 50% of the line density led to a clear reduction in survey effectiveness. The better results obtained from the use of deliberate lines versus random lines lies in the lower occurrence of zero values in the deliberate lines as they are placed in areas where the chances of their being crossed by lynx are greater. Based on similar observations from bears Ursus arctos, tigers Panthera tigris and cougars (Smallwood & Fitzhugh 1995, Clevenger & Purroy 1996, Carbone et al. 2001) it should be regarded as standard practice to selectively place transects to maximise encounters (Wilson & Delahay 2001). In addition, in rough terrain ran-
dom lines are likely to be impossible to survey due to risks of avalanche or the presence of cliffs.

In some other track surveys an attempt has been made to score the number of individuals responsible for making tracks on each transect. These efforts are fraught with difficulty (Edwards et al. 2000, Wilson & Delahay 2001), so like Beier & Cunningham (1996) we opted to operate on a presence/absence scoring. Snow is also a very labile medium such that track size and shape can vary through melting or differences in snow consistency making it hard to use measurements to separate between age classes and individuals (Smirnov & Miquelle 1996, Grigione et al. 1999). In addition, there is very little age or sexual dimorphism in lynx tracks (J.D.C. Linnell, unpubl. data). Snow does compensate in that as long as it has full coverage and conditions have been stable, there is a fair better chance (near 100%) of any lynx that cross the transect leaving tracks than for other media such as sand or dust (Smallwood & Fitzhugh 1995, Stander 1998, Edwards et al. 2000).

It is important to remember that our results were obtained from a population that was basically a saturated mosaic of lynx territories. Application to a lower density population, or to one with more holes in the mosaic would require a higher sampling intensity to obtain similar power. If this methodology was applied to another population with shorter nightly movement rates, there would need to be an increase in transect density such that the same ratio of transects to nightly movement distance was maintained. Furthermore, lynx movements are closely linked to whether they have a kill or not (Jędrzejewska et al. 2002). This implies that inter-population variation in kill rate will greatly affect movement pattern and therefore lynx detectability. As the home ranges, and resultant movements in our study area are the largest ever documented for the species (Linnell et al. 2001, 2007) it is most likely that other study areas will contain lynx populations that have smaller home ranges and shorter movements (e.g. Jędrzejewska et al. 2002, Linnell et al. 2007). Finally, the difference between the deliberate and random lines is clearly a product of the topography of the study area. The high snowfall in the region concentrated the lynx’s main prey, roe deer, into the valley bottoms, thus shaping the movement patterns of lynx. In a less rugged landscape, with a more uniform distribution of prey, the difference between the two designs would probably be far less (e.g. Stander 1998). Because of these inter-population differences in home-range size, movement rate and movement pattern in the landscape any attempts to use indices to compare population density in different areas or extrapolate from index to absolute density (Danilov et al. 1996) must be approached with caution.

In terms of practical application of this methodology to large-scale surveys it is vital to recruit volunteers if the process is to be cost effective. In Fennoscandia, hunters are regularly incorporated into wildlife monitoring systems for ungulates (Solberg & Sæther 1999) and small game (Lindén et al. 1996) as well as large carnivores (Liberg & Glöersen 1995). Given the proper organisation, it should be possible, at least in Norway, to establish a tradition of hunter involvement in annual repeats of this structured survey as was done during the two field trials (Odden et al. 2000, 2001). Given that there is some misidentification of tracks, there is clearly a need for further education and field controls of reported tracks. Snow conditions are rarely identical over very large areas, so a greater degree of regional flexibility in timing will make implementation even more practical. In principle, there is no need for widespread regional synchrony in survey timing, although it would make sense if as large blocks as possible were surveyed at the same time. Using local people in the survey can also help reduce some of the discussions and conflicts that constantly arise concerning the size or trend of a population of a controversial species (Skogen 2003).

The cost efficiency of this system could be further enhanced through the collection of data on other species. In our field trials, tracks from wolves Canis lupus and wolverines were detected. As both these species occur at very low densities in our study site (Landa et al. 1998, Wabakken et al. 2001) any observations of their presence are vital in mapping distributional changes. The possibility of collecting data for other wildlife species also needs to be considered (Lindén et al. 1996).

In conclusion, the results of our simulation indicate that a structured snow-track survey can provide both a relatively effective index to monitor large changes in total population size and act as a minimum survey effort to detect tracks of family groups for annual minimum counts, given that a suitably large number of volunteers can be encouraged to take part. However, it is important to not overestimate the method’s power. As all single methods associated with monitoring large carnivores are generally associated with relatively poor...
precision and accuracy we consider that both mutually supportive methods should be used in addition to other data, such as trends in livestock depredation and age, sex structure of harvested lynx should also be considered when adjusting annual hunting quotas. These results for lynx should have broad application to large carnivores moving in a landscape where a suitable track substrate occurs.
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